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We have created a high-density gas of interacting positronium (Ps) atoms by irradiating a thin film of
nanoporous silica with intense positron bursts and measured the Ps lifetime using a new single-shot
technique. When the positrons were compressed to 3:3  1010 cm2 , the apparent intensity of the
orthopositronium lifetime component was found to decrease by 33%. We believe this is due to a
combination of spin exchange quenching and Ps2 molecule formation associated with colliding pairs
of oppositely polarized triplet positronium atoms. Our data imply an effective cross section for this
process of 2:9  1014 cm2 .
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Developments in positron trapping and accumulation
technology in recent years [1] have opened the door to a
number of new experimental regimes, making feasible
some hitherto impossible experiments. For example, the
use of positron plasmas was a key factor in the success of
the first attempts to produce cold antihydrogen [2], and
high quality positron beams derived from trapped plasmas
have been used to perform detailed studies of positron
interactions with atoms and molecules [3].
Another area that is expected to benefit from similar
methods is that of many positronium systems [4], of which
there have been no previous experimental studies at all.
Indeed, even though the positron was first observed in 1933
[5], positronium in 1951 [6], and the positronium negative
ion in 1981 [7], the positronium positive ion and the
positronium molecule (which are the next members of
the polyelectron series envisioned by Wheeler [8]) have
not yet been observed, because the required high positron
densities were not available. By accumulating many positrons in a Surko-type trap [1] and performing certain
manipulations upon the resulting plasma, we have been
able to generate positron bursts with spatiotemporal densities sufficiently high to allow us to observe interactions
between positronium atoms.
The experiment was performed using a positron trap
based on that described in Ref. [9]. A slow positron
beam was generated using a 20 mCi 22 Na source and a
solid neon moderator, producing a beam of 6  1 
106 e s1 , which was then injected into a two stage
Surko-type trap [1]. The output from this trap was sent to
an accumulator (as shown in Fig. 1), where many positron
pulses were stacked, and compressed radially with a rotating wall electric field [10], producing long-lived plasmas
( > 1000 sec ) containing up to 100  106 positrons in a
500 G axial magnetic field.
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The accumulator output was focused in time by rapidly
applying a potential gradient [shown in Fig. 1(b)] across
the extent of the accumulator electrodes [11] leading to
positron pulses with a duration of 15–20 ns (FWHM). Data
were recorded using a lead tungstate (PbWO4 ) scintillator
attached to an XP2020 photomultiplier. This scintillator
material was chosen because it has a relatively fast decay
time (<15 ns) and a high density (8:9 g=cm3 ). The anode
signal from the detector was connected directly to an
Agilent 54885A digital storage oscilloscope.
The target material used in this work was a thin
(450 nm) film of porous silica prepared on a silicon

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic layout of the accumulator and target
chamber. When the target was retracted, the beam could be
imaged using the phosphor screen and a CCD camera looking
through the window. The distance from the accumulator to the
target was 1 m. (b) Potential structure in the accumulator for
filling and dumping.
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wafer substrate [12]. Positrons injected into this type of
nanoporous material form positronium in the bulk with a
relatively high efficiency, and positronium lifetime spectroscopy is a well-established technique that is often used
to characterize many of the different properties of similar
materials [13].
Ground state positronium is formed with equal likelihood in each of the three triplet states (lifetime 142 ns) and
in the singlet state (lifetime 125 ps) [14]. If the positrons
from which the positronium is formed are not perfectly
spin polarized, there may be spin-exchanging triplet Pstriplet Ps collisions that will increase the average annihilation rate [15]. Spin exchange quenching of two triplet Ps
atoms approaching each other at low relative momenta can
occur only when the two atoms have total S  0, in which
case the state has the same quantum numbers as the state
with two singlet atoms. The most dramatic result of such a
collision is an increase in the decay rate that is proportional
to the density; this is the basis of our measurement.
In the present experiment, 15  106 positrons were
dumped onto the target in a single pulse about 20 ns
wide. The large number of positrons in each pulse clearly
precludes the use of a conventional positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) system, which is based on
counting single photons [16]. Thus, we have developed a
new technique for single-shot positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (SSPALS), wherein the detector anode
is connected to a fast oscilloscope which is triggered by the
accumulator dump signal and records an entire lifetime
spectrum in a single shot. This arrangement has a timing
resolution that depends on the decay time of the detector
(in this case, 15 ns) and is, therefore, much lower than that
of conventional PALS. However, for the purposes of measuring orthopositronium lifetimes that are of the order of
the vacuum lifetime, SSPALS is more than adequate.
Besides being a tool for high-density Ps experiments, the
SSPALS technique introduced here has the potential for
other applications. For example, it could be used for studying time dependent defect densities in surfaces irradiated
by intense laser pulses.
Figure 2 shows a set of three lifetime curves, each
obtained using a single pulse of 1:4  107 positrons with
a full width at half maximum time spread of 20 ns. The
positrons are compressed using the rotating wall effect and
may then be expanded by switching off the rotating wall
for a variable expansion time tx of 0 –5 sec before being
ejected. The positron pulse is subsequently compressed in
a pulsed 1 T magnetic field to a beam of Gaussian cross
section having a minimum (‘‘compressed’’) full width at
half maximum diameter of 0:20  0:02 mm corresponding
to a central areal density of 3:3  1010 positrons per cm2 .
One of the lifetime spectra shown in Fig. 2 is taken with
a positron energy of 7 keV using an uncleaned Si target, for
which no Ps exists in the bulk, and less than 2% of the
positrons form Ps in vacuum from surface processes. Two
spectra were obtained, with the beam expanded and compressed (see inset). These spectra were indistinguishable,
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FIG. 2. Single-shot lifetime spectra for compressed and expanded beams as well as the system resolution data taken using a
silicon target. The solid lines are fits including the system
response function (see text). The inset shows the beam profiles
for a compressed and an expanded beam, with areal densities of
3.3 and 0:49  1010 cm2 , respectively.

indicating that there is no observable effect due to high
positron densities in the absence of Ps formation. The
average of the two spectra was taken to be the instrumental
response function, and we have ignored the effect of the
<2% vacuum Ps component on our fits.
In the remaining two spectra, positrons were implanted
with an energy of 3 keV into the porous silica sample. The
jmj  1 o-Ps lifetime measured using the expanded beam
was fitted by a single component with decay time of 36:4 
0:1 ns with an intensity IoPsjmj1  24:3  0:2%. The lifetime data obtained using a compressed pulse cannot be
fitted using a single lifetime decay and require a more
detailed model.
Because of the high magnetic field at the target (1 T), the
m  0 triplet lifetime is quenched [14] to less than 7 ns,
which is much less than our time resolution; the m  1
components are unaffected by the magnetic field. At low
densities, the jmj  1 o-Ps decays at a rate  that is the
sum of the self-annihilation rate into three photons and the
pickoff annihilation rate (predominately into two photons)
due to collisions of the o-Ps with electrons of the surrounding medium. At high positronium densities, there will be
spin-exchanging collisions between pairs of oppositely
polarized jmj  1 o-Ps atoms. So long as the Ps kinetic
energy is small compared to the binding energy EM 
0:44 eV of the Ps2 molecule [17], spin exchange will be
determined by the singlet channel (total spin zero) Ps-Ps
scattering length a0  0:444 nm, with total cross section
0  4a20 2:48  1014 cm2 [18]. jmj  1 Ps atoms
could lead to the formation of Ps2 molecules. This will
occur at a rate dependent on the available surface area of
the sample, since wall interactions are needed to conserve
energy and momentum in the absence of three body colli~ t be the number per unit volume at
sions. Let n x;
position x~ and time t of orthopositronium atoms with
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magnetic quantum number m  1. The rate of disappearance of m  1 atoms due to collisions with m  1
atoms will then be
p
~ t=dt  n x;
~ tT 2;
d lnn x;

(1)
where T  x  W and  7:6  106 cm=s is the
mean velocity of a Ps atom at room temperature (the
incident beam will cause negligible target heating). Here
x  0 =3  0:654  1014 cm2 is the spin exchange
cross section at low velocity for collisions of a triplet m 
1 with an m  1 atom in which the result is either a
p-Ps or o-Ps atom with m  0, both of which will rapidly
annihilate. The effective cross section for forming Ps2
molecules at the walls of the pores is W , which will
depend in part on an effective interaction length that includes effects due to the Ps wave function in the pore,
coupling to phonons of the silica matrix, etc.
The rate equations for Ps decay including a Gaussian
beam profile and an assumed positron polarization of 35%
are used to obtain the fitted curve for the compressed beam
data in Fig. 2. The fitted curve implies T  2:9 
1014 cm2 , assuming the porosity of the sample is 0.70,
the distance over which the positronium is spread out is
equal to the sample thickness (450 nm), and the central
areal density of the positron pulse is n2D  3:3 
1010 cm2 . This value of T is over 4 times higher than
would be expected due to spin exchange alone. This may
indicate that cracks, voids, or regions of higher porosity in
the sample lead to local regions of higher density positronium where the quenching rate increases significantly.
However, the fact that T 4x could also mean that
there is a significant amount of Ps2 formation on the pore
walls. Our present experiment cannot distinguish between
spin exchange quenching and Ps2 formation, since they
both lead to the same signal (a reduction in the long-lived
lifetime component). Studies using a variety of samples
with differing internal surface areas and pore sizes should
help to clarify this matter.
We have also measured the quenching effect as a function of beam energy. Since the positron implantation profile extends further into the sample as the beam energy is
increased, the positronium density and, hence, the quenching rate will also vary with the beam energy. Figure 3
shows an energy scan for the same sample of Fig. 2. The
delayed fraction is the ratio of the integral of a lifetime
spectrum from 100 –300 ns and from 100 to 300 ns and is
a measure of the long-lived positronium fraction.
An intriguing feature in this data is the increased
quenching at very low positron energies, for which the
positrons are expected to penetrate only a small distance
into the sample. We explain this in the following way: For
positron energies around 1 keV, positronium is formed
close to the sample surface and is, therefore, able to diffuse
into the vacuum. For higher energies, the implanted positrons are spread out, with a significant fraction penetrating
into the silicon substrate. In both cases, the positronium

FIG. 3. Delayed fraction as a function of beam energy; (a) is
the delayed fraction for an expanded and a compressed beam;
(b) shows the quenching signal Q, which is the difference
between the two.

density and, hence, the quenching effect are reduced, thus
explaining the existence of a maximum quenching signal at
a positron energy of 3 keV. On the other hand, at very
low energies (<1 keV) many epithermal positrons reach
the surface and form Ps with an efficiency greater than that
with which it is formed in the interior of the sample [see
Fig. 3(a)]. Some of this Ps is directly emitted into the
vacuum, and the remainder is trapped on the sample surface [19]. At low densities and at room temperature, a
portion of these eventually leave the surface due to thermal
desorption, while the rest decay with a few nanosecond
lifetime by pickoff annihilation with surface electrons. At
high densities, the amount of thermally desorbed Ps may
diminish due to the production of Ps2 molecules that are
emitted into the vacuum or from surface Ps-Ps spin exchange quenching, leading to an increase in the quenching
signal. Unfortunately, the present time width of the beam
precludes us from studying this effect in any further detail. Work is now underway to produce subnanosecond
positron bursts and then obtain conclusive evidence for
Ps2 production.
Figure 4 shows the quenching signal as a function of
density obtained by sweeping the expansion time tx from 0
to 5 sec while implanting the positrons at 3 kV. The density
was measured in a separate experiment in which the positron beam was imaged using a phosphor screen (see inset in
Fig. 2). The expected linear density dependence of the
quenching rate [see Eq. (1)] is clearly observed in Fig. 4.
We have attributed the change in the positronium decay
rate with density to spin exchange quenching and/or Ps2
formation, and we now consider possible alternative explanations for our data. One model for positronium formation is the Mogensen spur model [20] in which a
positron, after slowing down, interacts with its terminal
ionization cloud. If positronium atoms were interacting
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temperature of 15 K. This could be obtained by a combination of improved rotating wall compression [21], remoderation brightness enhancement [22], and novel porous
targets engineered to concentrate the Ps atoms after formation through diffusion into a small cavity.
This work was supported in part by the NSF under
Grants No. DMR 0216927 and No. PHY 0140382.

FIG. 4. Density dependence of the quenching effect, Q 
counts delayed by more than 100 ns divided by the total counts
in the lifetime spectrum.

with such clouds created by different positrons, we might
expect a decrease in the lifetime caused by interactions
with free radicals and an increase in the apparent intensity
due to the availability of free electrons for positronium
formation. However, in Fig. 2 the long time curves are
essentially parallel, meaning that the lifetime is unchanged
by high densities, and the effect at high positron densities is
to decrease the apparent Ps intensity. Furthermore, we do
not believe alien-spur interactions to be significant, since
the spur lifetime is typically around 10 ps while the positron pulse is 2000 times longer, and the spur radius is of the
order of 10 m, which means that the probability of a
positron–alien-spur interaction is less than 103 .
To summarize, the synthesis of a number of well known
techniques for positron accumulation, brightness enhancement, time bunching, and focusing have led to the highest
intensity (cold) positron pulses ever created. The implantation of these pulses into a porous silica material has
allowed us to create a gas of interacting positronium atoms,
and, using the new technique of SSPALS, we have been
able to measure single-shot lifetime spectra from our intense positronium gas bursts and have observed a density
dependence in the o-Ps annihilation rate. This constitutes
the first observation of spin exchange quenching between
pairs of positronium atoms or Ps2 formation. Although we
cannot distinguish between these processes, a simple consideration of their rates leads us to believe that we have
probably observed some combination of them both.
The areal density we have achieved is thought to be
sufficient for a definitive observation of Ps2 molecules
[4], and it remains only to increase the temporal compression of the positron pulses and use a metal target (for which
there is no Ps surface state) to achieve this goal. Furthermore, this result is an encouraging step towards the realization of the Ps Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [15]. A
Ps density of 1018 cm3 (3 orders of magnitude greater
than the present case) would lead to a BEC transition
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